SPECIAL DISPLAY
CVQG

JOB DESCRIPTION

The Special Display area of the Annual Quilt Show is variable and not really a set project. The Display can be coordinated with the theme of the show or can be its own project.

In past years, Special Displays have varied from a complete set up of Depression era quilts and furnishings, to miniatures, to a look back at the history of this Guild, to a display of feedsack quilts and Kansas City Star quilt patterns.

There is not a need of great deal of committee members for this project and it need not be a part of the show at all it the Committee deems it so.

I think there is need for a continuation of the Special Displays and feel that live demonstrations should be included in this one area.

Individual Guild members who have very specialized fields of quilting itself are a great place to start (i.e. embellishments, crazy quilts, paper piecing etc.,)

I personally feel that the Special Displays should come from Guild Members themselves and no great amount of financial outlay should be involved.

Without a lot set criteria to follow, the Special Display should be just that each year – SPECIAL! And it should be up to the Chairs of Show to make the decisions and/or suggestions to the full Committee.

Mitzi Oakes
Chairperson
Special Display
December 4, 2004